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When most people think of yearlong 
internships, the words fun, fast-paced, or 

fulfilling rarely come to mind. Not so at Miracle 
Camp and Retreat Center, where professional 
internships are anything but run-of-the-mill. Not 
only are basic expenses—including meals, lodging, 
and laundry—covered, along with a monthly 
stipend; interns also gain free access to all campus 
activities. (Think tubing, water skiing, or zip lining  
in your downtime!)

Of course, the real perks of a Miracle Camp and 
Retreat Center internship go far beyond high-
energy recreational experiences. That’s because 
an internship at Miracle Camp offers hands-on, 
intensive leadership training, where you’ll discover 
the place where your strengths intersect with  
God’s will for your life. Consider Jordan Rauh, 
longtime Miracle Camp summer counselor, who 
encountered a passion for marketing during his 
yearlong professional internship at Miracle Camp 

and Retreat Center. Today, he’s working at Miracle 
Camp full time on the marketing team. Or Andrew 
Lindell, from Grace Church Morton, who knew he 
wanted to pursue a career in camping ministry.  
An internship at Miracle Camp helped make that  
dream come true. He’s now working full-time  
at another Christian camp.

Those success stories could be yours! Miracle 
Camp is currently seeking skilled interns in areas 
such as A/V & tech, guest services, photography/
videography, health officer, maintenance, and 
worship music. If you have a passion for reaching 
people for Christ by serving in one of these areas, 
and you’re over 18 years old, Miracle Camp needs 
to hear from you! Whether you’re in college, have 
your degree, or are just hoping to discover God’s 
plan for your life, check out www.miraclecamp.com/
internships/ to see if a yearlong internship is right 
for you.
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Podcasts Provide Firm Foundations

That’s the message Caleb Barrows and Nate Hamblin, 
pastors of Neighborhood Church, are teaching their 

congregation in Adrian, Michigan. Some might think that 
would be a tough sell in this asset-limited community. 
But not with Neighborhood Church. In one weekend 
alone, this group of 50-60 people gave over $5,000 to a 
local homeless ministry, provided $300 to fill back-to-
school backpacks, and loaded three coolers with meat 
for a congregation member in need. “It was such a great 
reminder of how God provides,” says Nate. The message 
has carried over to church finances as well. “In the past 
year,” says Nate, “we gave away more money than we  
spent on our facility. We contributed to the West Africa 
and Basque initiatives, and we gave to local, gospel-
centered ministries. But God still met all of our needs.” 
To learn more about Neighborhood Church, visit their 
website at www.ncadrian.com. 

FEC churches are known for strong, Bible-based 
teaching. Today this training is easier to access than 

ever before. That’s because Firm Foundations, FEC’s 
weekly radio outreach, is now available on your favorite 
podcast platform. Hosted by FEC and contributing 
pastors, Firm Foundations features FEC pastors’ Sunday 
morning messages, as well as FEC’s General Conference 
keynote sessions. With a new message posted every 
week, you’ll never want for good Bible teaching. Just 
plug in wherever you are—at home, at the gym, or on 
the road—for practical, relevant, and challenging truths 
from God’s Word. “In the past,” says Eric Hall, FEC’s new 
director of communications and church relations, “Firm 
Foundations was available to the greater Fort Wayne area 
through a local BOTT radio broadcast. Thanks to the 
new podcast format, this teaching is available to anybody, 
anywhere.” You can download and subscribe to Firm 
Foundations at www.fecministries.org/podcast.
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No “One Size Fits All”

Lead with generosity. Follow with faithful stewardship.

Radical Generosity Changing 
Lives in Adrian, Michigan

Why is FEC planting churches?” That was 
the question a friend asked me recently. 

He quickly followed up that question with a 
second: “What’s your method?” My answer to 
the first question was pretty simple: FEC believes 
that lost people matter, and we want to introduce 
Christ to as many of them as we can. We’ve 
learned that many times the best way to make that 
introduction is through a new church, especially 
in places where people may never have heard the 
Gospel message. My answer to the second? Not 
so simple. Of course, we follow best practices in 
finding the right person in the right place with the 
right plan. (Thanks, Jay Nickless!) But the bottom 
line is this: we lead with the Gospel and let each 
plant make sense in its local context. Because  
truly, in church planting, no one size fits all!

by Nate Zimmerman, FEC administrative director
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